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guo chen refers to wei shen as 'a warrior with both skill and heart.' he describes him
as a "cop on the outside, an undercover agent." wu dayou refers to him as "a cop

and detective." kenji kaido refers to him as "wei shen, an enforcer to the triads." but
what does wei shen truly believe in? are they truly his words? it's a question that is
left to be answered as you take on the role of wei shen in "sleeping dogs: definitive
edition" for the first time. it's a world of martial arts; be a cop with heart. you'll play
the role of wei shen, a cop on the inside. you'll have to prove yourself worthy as you

fight your way up the organization. let's go undercover and take down the triads
from the inside out. you'll play the role of wei shen, an undercover cop trying to

take down the triads from the inside out. youll have to prove yourself worthy as you
fight your way up the organization, taking part in brutal criminal activities without

blowing your cover. the story (the game play is what made me fell in love with
sleeping dogs in the first place) is pretty straight forward, and i've got no

complaints. but to be fair, the story is not something i'd recommend a new player
read until he's been around a bit more. a few hours in to the game, the first of many

quips gets thrown out about the game's story. you can hear an emotion in shen's
voice as he asks out loud, "where is it going?" while i can answer the question with
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my thoughts, i can't really answer his question. it's only been a few hours into the
game, and the plot has no sign of bringing the story to a boil. it's really weird,

because i feel like it should be boiling by now. that's what the first game did. that's
what the post-launch patch did, but i still don't feel like this main plot is moving
forward. it's a funny thing to ponder, and i'm sure some of the dialogue does it

justice.
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